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Non-musicians also have a piano in the head: evidence
for spatial–musical associations from line bisection tracking
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Abstract The spatial representation of ordinal sequences

(numbers, time, tones) seems to be a fundamental cognitive

property. While an automatic association between hori-

zontal space and pitch height (left-low pitch, right-high

pitch) is constantly reported in musicians, the evidence for

such an association in non-musicians is mixed. In this

study, 20 non-musicians performed a line bisection task

while listening to irrelevant high- and low-pitched tones

and white noise (control condition). While pitch height had

no influence on the final bisection point, participants’

movement trajectories showed systematic biases: When

approaching the line and touching the line for the first time

(initial bisection point), the mouse cursor was directed

more rightward for high-pitched tones compared to low-

pitched tones and noise. These results show that non-mu-

sicians also have a subtle but nevertheless automatic

association between pitch height and the horizontal space.

This suggests that spatial–musical associations do not

necessarily depend on constant sensorimotor experiences

(as it is the case for musicians) but rather reflect the

seemingly inescapable tendency to represent ordinal

information on a horizontal line.

Keywords SMARC (spatial–musical association of

response code) � Line bisection � Mouse tracking � SNARC
(spatial–numerical association of response code)

Introduction

The mental representation of abstract concepts by means of

spatial entities is a core property of the human mind and

one of the key assumptions of grounded and embodied

accounts of cognition (Barsalou 2008; Coello and Fischer

2016; Fischer and Coello 2016). Among the most famous

examples is the association between numbers and space,

with small numbers represented to the left of larger num-

bers (the spatial–numerical association of response code;

SNARC effect; Dehaene et al. 1993). The dominant view

holds that such associations reflect the underlying spatial

mental representation of the concepts, such as a ‘‘mental

number line’’ (Dehaene et al. 1993; Fischer and Shaki

2014). Crucially, the mental number line can be general-

ized to other concepts such as letters of the alphabet, days

of the week, month of the year (Gevers et al. 2003, 2004),

or temporal events (‘‘the mental time line’’; cf. Bonato

et al. 2012; Hartmann et al. 2014; Ulrich and Maienborn

2010). The origin of these spatial associations is still under

debate. On the one hand, adults are constantly confronted

with horizontally arranged numbers (e.g., on keypads) and

the processing of increasing magnitudes is therefore often

linked to a left-to-right sensorimotor experience, which

could establish spatial representations (cf. Göbel et al.

2011). On the other hand, spatial representations of ordinal

concepts have also been found in newborns (de Hevia et al.

2014) suggesting that there might be an innate tendency to

represent ordinal information on a horizontal line (see also

Gevers et al. 2003).

An interesting approach to this debate is to look at

ordinal concepts that are not constantly accompanied by

horizontally arranged symbols and therefore not coupled

with a constant left-to-right sensorimotor experience, such

as music. Unlike numbers, people typically perceive music
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without looking at the corresponding visual symbols, and

even if this is the case (e.g., when musicians read notes),

pitch height is systematically varied in the vertical but not

in the horizontal dimension of space (according to common

musical notation). Nevertheless, musicians might have

explicit sensorimotor experiences with horizontal space

and pitch height, for example, when playing piano. Indeed,

a spatial–musical association of response code (horizontal

SMARC effect, i.e., faster leftward responses to low and

faster rightward responses to high tones compared to the

opposite mapping) has been found in musicians (Rusconi

et al. 2006), and it has been concluded that musicians have

a ‘‘piano in the head’’ (Lidji et al. 2007). Whether this

association reflects musicians’ sensorimotor experience or

stimulus–response compatibility effects (or a mixture of

both) is still under debate (Cho et al. 2012; Nishimura and

Yokosawa 2009; Proctor and Cho 2006; Timmers and Li

2016). Some authors have argued that the horizontal

SMARC effect could be a spatial orthogonal stimulus–re-

sponse compatibility effect (Rusconi et al. 2006; Nishimura

and Yokosawa 2009). Accordingly, because high pitch is

spatially coded as ‘‘up’’ and a low-pitch tone with ‘‘down’’

(vertical SMARC effect, cf. Rusconi et al. 2006), there is

also a low-left and high-right stimulus–response advantage

due to orthogonal transformation. If this is true, a hori-

zontal SMARC can also be expected in non-musicians,

since non-musicians also show a vertical SMARC effect

(Rusconi et al. 2006). However, the current evidence for

such an association in non-musicians is mixed. Rusconi

et al. (2006) found a trend toward a horizontal association

of pitch height, but only when the task required explicit

discrimination of pitch height. No spatial association was

found when pitch height was task-irrelevant, despite such

an association being present in musicians (see also Lidji

et al. 2007). In contrast, a horizontal SMARC effect in non-

musicians was found in other studies, depending on the

timbre and range of the pitch (Weis et al. 2016) or

depending on the presence of a reference tone (Cho et al.

2012). These results suggest that a horizontal spatial

association of pitch height in non-musicians is not auto-

matic but might be recruited upon specific task demands.

An alternative test for horizontal spatial–musical asso-

ciation outside of classical stimulus–response compatibility

settings is the line bisection task. This task is sensitive to

attentional asymmetries (i.e., pseudoneglect; Jewell and

McCourt 2000) and also to spatially related cues (cf. Cal-

abria and Rossetti 2005; Fischer 2001). Presenting low-

and high-pitch tones during line bisection leads to sys-

tematic leftward and rightward bisection biases in musi-

cians but not in non-musicians (Lega et al. 2014). In

contrast, Ishihara et al. (2013) did find effects of pitch

height on line bisection in a population that was not

explicitly characterized as musicians. These conflicting

results show that the existence of a spatial association of

pitch height in non-musicians remains controversial also

outside of speeded stimulus–response compatibility

settings.

In this study, the horizontal spatial–musical association

in non-musicians was further investigated by using a sim-

ilar line bisection approach than in previous studies (Ishi-

hara et al. 2013; Lega et al. 2014). In contrast to these

studies, I will not only analyze a possible bias at the final

bisection point, but also during the movement trajectory

when approaching the line. The final bisection point is

subject to visually guided fine adjustments that might

overrule spatial associations of pitch height, whereas

movement trajectories might be more sensitive to subtle

spatial biases (Haslbeck et al. 2016). Exploring SMARC-

like effects in non-musicians with sensitive spatial mea-

surements will provide further insights into the auto-

maticity of spatial association of ordinal information.

Method

Participants

Twenty right-handed participants (mean age 34.7, between

18 and 50 years, 13 women) participated in this study.

They gave written informed consent before the experiment,

which was approved by the Ethics Committee of the

University of Bern. All participants reported that they do

not play (or have not played) an instrument (or vocal

training) and were therefore classified as non-musicians.

Stimuli and procedure

Low (110 Hz) and high (1760 Hz) sinusoidal sound stim-

uli, as well as white-noise sound stimuli, were created with

Audacity (http://audacity.sourceforge.net). Sound stimuli

were matched for subjective loudness in a pretest (n = 5).

This was important because loud stimuli tend to be asso-

ciated with the right side of space (Chang and Cho 2015;

Hartmann and Mast 2016). Black lines appeared in the

upper half of a white screen on a MacBook Pro

(1024 9 768 pixels), 250 pixels above the screen center.

The thickness of the lines was set to 15 pixels, while their

length (650, 750, or 850 pixels) and horizontal position

(central, ±50, and ±100 pixels) varied, resulting in 15

unique lines. All 15 lines were paired with high, low, and

white-noise stimuli, presented via headphones, and the

resulting 45 trials were presented in random order. Five

practice trials preceded the 45 experimental trials.

Participants were seated about 60 cm in front of the

screen and instructed to click with the mouse cursor (that

had the shape of a cross) as precisely as possible at the
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center of the line. Each trial started with a black dot

(30 9 30 pixels) appearing at the bottom of the screen (300

pixels below the screen center). Participants were required

to click at this dot, which triggered the onset of the line and

sound stimulus (see Fig. 1). The horizontal position of the

dot corresponded to the center of the line. Thus, the moving

distance toward the line was constant in all trials, and

participants needed to move the cursor in a straight vertical

line upward across the screen. Note that in classical mouse-

tracking studies, participants moved the cursor from a

central bottom position toward a leftward or rightward top

position (Freeman et al. 2011; Spivey et al. 2005). In the

present study, I wanted to avoid such curved trajectories

since the salient leftward and rightward drifts might

potentially influence the line bisection performance (Bro-

die and Pettigrew 1996) and overrule subtle influences of

the tonal cues. With the setting of the present study, hori-

zontal deviations in cursor movements can be attributed to

influences of the tonal cues instead of task-specific

requirements.

After the onset of the line and sound, participants had

6 s to perform the bisection. If they did not respond within

6 s, the line disappeared and the message ‘‘please respond

faster’’ appeared on the screen and the trial was repeated.

This time constraint was implemented to keep trial dura-

tions in a similar range across conditions and participants.

Stimulus presentation and data recording were con-

trolled by PsychoPy (Peirce 2007). A standard USB

mouse was used. The mouse movement speed was set to

level 2 (out of 10) in the control panel, resulting in

cursor displacement on the screen of about 80 pixels per

cm of mouse/hand movement (cf. Fischer and Hartmann

2014). Mouse cursor positions were recorded at 50 Hz.

Data analysis

We compared the deviation of the correct line center (in

pixels, negative values represent leftward deviations) for

the three different sound conditions with regard to the time

point, where the mouse cursor initially approached the line

before perceptually guided fine adjustments were per-

formed, and with regard to the final bisection point (by

mouse click). For each participant, the median deviation of

the 15 trials per sound condition was computed and

transmitted to a repeated measures analysis of variance

(ANOVA) with the variable sound condition (high pitch,

low pitch, and white noise). In addition, we compared the

movement trajectory from the bottom starting point toward

the line in the top of the screen for the three sound con-

ditions. To this end, x and y cursor coordinates were time-

normalized to 100 data points and the horizontal position of

the three sound conditions were tested against each other

by paired t tests for each data point. Differences were

considered as significant when the p value of at least five

successive data points was below .05 (cf. Hartmann et al.

2015).

Results

Five trials (from five different participants) needed to be

repeated due to slow responses ([6 s). Participants bisec-

ted the line on average 2.22 s after the onset of the line, and

there was no difference for the initial and final bisection

time between the three sound conditions (ps[ .05).

The ANOVA on the initial bisection point revealed a

significant main effect of sound condition, F(2, 38) = 5.02,

p = .012, g2p = .21. Pairwise comparison revealed that

lines were initially bisected significantly more rightward in

the high-tone condition compared to the low-tone and

white-noise condition (ps\ .05; Bonferroni–Holm cor-

rected). In contrast, the ANOVA on the final bisection

point revealed no significant effect of sound condition, F(2,

38) = 1.44, p = .249, g2p = .07 (see Fig. 2).

Notably, when tested against zero (true line center), only

the initial bisection point in the high-tone condition showed

a significant deviation (p = .031). Thus, a general leftward

bias (‘‘pseudoneglect’’) that is usually found in healthy

participants’ line bisection performance (Jewell and

McCourt 2000) was absent in this study, but this is not an

unusual finding (e.g., Darling et al. 2012).

Fig. 1 Sequence of a trial. Participants click on the dot at the bottom.

This action triggers the onset of the sound and the line. Participants

then move the cursor up toward the line and confirm their final

bisection point by mouse click within 6 s
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In order to assess how the spatial bias for the initial

bisection point emerged, the mean x and y coordinates for

the 100 normalized time points were plotted for each sound

condition (Fig. 3). For this plot and the following analyses,

trials with a maximum horizontal deviation from the center

of the line of more than 2.5 standard deviations from the

individual mean were excluded (4.97 % of trials). Figure 3

shows that there is an initial leftward drift in the low-

pitched condition. Between the 37th and 43rd data point

(from bottom to top), the horizontal position in the low-

pitched condition was significantly more leftward when

compared to the white-noise condition (p\ .05 for seven

consecutive data points), but the difference between the

low- and high-tone condition was not significant.

Remarkably, in the first half of the movement, there was a

general rightward drift in all three sound conditions. This

might be due to the initiation of a right-handed movement

(cf. Haslbeck et al. 2016). Interestingly, at the end of the

movement when approaching the line, this rightward drift

changed into a leftward drift back to the line center, with

the exception of the high-tone condition that drifted even

more rightward. For the last five data points before the

cursor hit the line (initial bisection point), the mouse cursor

was significantly more rightward in the high-pitch condi-

tion compared to the low-pitch and white-noise condition

(all ps\ .05).

Discussion

The aim of this study was to assess horizontal spatial–

musical associations in non-musicians. It was found that

task-irrelevant tones biased line bisection performance:

Lines were initially bisected more rightward when per-

ceiving a high compared to low-pitched tone or noise. This

finding provides evidence for an automatic horizontal

spatial–musical association in non-musicians. Most previ-

ous studies did not find such an association when pitch was

task-irrelevant (Fischer et al. 2013; Lega et al. 2014; Lidji

et al. 2007; Pitteri et al. 2015; Rusconi et al. 2006; Stewart

et al. 2013; but see Cho et al. 2012; Weis et al. 2016), and it

was concluded that only musicians have inherent hori-

zontal musical–spatial associations, due to their specific

history of action–effect coupling (cf. Stewart et al. 2013).

The results from this study suggest that non-musicians also

have ‘‘a piano in the head,’’ but the horizontal spatial–

musical associations are only subtle and may only be

revealed by a sensitive and dynamic measurement of spa-

tial biases, such as mouse tracking during line bisection

(see also Haslbeck et al. 2016). In fact, the analysis of the

time course of spatial biases showed that the relative

rightward drift in the high-tone condition manifested itself

just before reaching the line, suggesting that pitch height

modulated the visuomotor interplay when approaching the

stimulus (cf. Rinaldi et al. 2016). It is likely that in this

final phase of approaching the target, approximate mid-

point estimation is performed, which is influenced by the

spatial–musical association. Particularly, pitch height

might have influenced attentional processing due to its

-3 -1 1 3 5 7 9

Initial Bisection

Final Bisection

Line Bisection Bias (pix)

High

Low

Noise

* *

Fig. 2 Mean deviations from the line center of the initial and final

bisection estimation for the three sound conditions. Asterisks repre-

sent significant differences (*p\ .05). Error bars depict ± 1 SEM

Fig. 3 Horizontal and vertical mouse cursor positions of the time-

normalized data. Dotted horizontal line in the lower part indicates

significant differences between the low-pitch and white-noise condi-

tion, and the dotted horizontal line in the upper part indicates

significant differences between the high-pitch and low-pitch/noise

condition (p\ .05 for five consecutive data points)
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underlying spatial representation, such as an enhanced

visual processing of the right side of the line in the high-

pitch condition, resulting in a rightward bias in initial line

bisection. However, in line with previous studies, there was

no effect of pitch height for the final bisection estimation

(Lega et al. 2014). Thus, the visually guided fine adjust-

ments that were performed for the final bisection point

overruled the effect of pitch height, suggesting that pitch

height did not change the perception of visual stimuli, but

rather how stimuli are preprocessed (i.e., approximate

midpoint estimation) and approached.

Importantly, the difference in movement trajectory

between the low- and high-pitch tones was significant only

just before reaching the task-relevant stimulus (i.e., the

horizontal line). This suggests that pitch height interacted

with the spatial (pre)processing of the critical stimulus,

rather than with the motor execution of the straight-ahead

movement alone (in the latter case, the effect would be

independent of the bisection task). However, it is unclear

why there was a leftward bias in the low-pitched condition

(vs. baseline) in the early phase of the motion trajectory

and a rightward bias in the high-pitched condition (vs.

baseline) in the final part of the motion trajectory. Future

studies could explore the temporal dynamics of spatial–

musical associations more explicitly.

Importantly, the fact that a horizontal spatial association is

also present in non-musicians questions the necessity of

sensorimotor experiences for the establishment of mental

spatial associations, which is assumed in strong views of

embodied cognition (Barsalou 2008). Notably, non-musi-

cians may not be lacking sensorimotor experiences between

the horizontal space and pitch height completely: It is likely

that most adults have played the piano once in their lifetime

and have seen written notes with ascending pitch from left to

right, for example, when learning musical notations in

school. It can therefore not be ruled out that sensorimotor

experiences contributed to the effect found in this study (for a

similar discussion, see Nishimura and Yokosawa 2009).

Nevertheless, it can be concluded that constant sensorimotor

experiences are not mandatory for the establishment of

spatial associations of abstract concepts.

The emergence of associations (e.g., between response

side and stimulus attributes) without extensive learning is

often explained by polarity correspondence (Proctor and

Cho 2006). According to this account, stimulus and

response dimensions are mapped along a positive and

negative polarity. For example, left and low-pitched tones

are attributed to the negative pole and right and high-pit-

ched tone to the positive pole, which might lead to con-

gruity effects when the polarity dimensions correspond

(Cho et al. 2012; Nishimura and Yokosawa 2009; Rusconi

et al. 2006). The polarity correspondence account has been

put forward in the context of speeded binary classification

tasks (Proctor and Cho 2006), and previous studies showed

that polarity correspondence contributes to the SMARC

effect (Cho et al. 2012). Although no binary response was

required in this study, it is still conceivable that the spatial

(left, right) and musical (low, high) dimensions were pro-

cessed with similar entities and that correspondence

between these entities systematically affected sensorimotor

behavior. While the exact mechanisms for spatial–musical

associations still remain unclear, this study showed—using

a sensitive spatial measurement—that extensive sensori-

motor experience between pitch height and space is not

necessary for SMARC-like effects. Rather, it seems that

there is an inescapable tendency to mentally arrange

ordinal information along a horizontal line.
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